Abstract -Paper describes a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) developed as a combination of a binary genetic and steepest descent gradient (SDG) algorithms. Here genetic algorithm (GA) performs global exploration of the whole design space aiming at identification of a given number of promising solutions, whereas SDG algorithm is used to refine these nearly optimal solutions via local down-hill optimization. Such a two-step strategy enables one to significantly reduce stagnation often observed for GAs at the later stage of optimization. In particular it is demonstrated that the proposed HGA has twice faster convergence rate comparing to standard GAs and much better stability in hitting global minima. The latter is strongly facilitated by implementation of advanced encoding schemes.
In general, electromagnetic synthesis is a search for the optimal (or at least acceptable) solution of a given multi-parameter function describing quality of a device under optimization. For real-world problems (either it is design of a single circuit, some module or a complete system) we need to deal within a high-dimension function domain with indented landscape that is not suitable for traditional deterministic search approaches. Efficient strategy for handling such problems has been borrowed from Nature and implemented in a number of so-called evolutionary algorithms that quickly proved to be powerful instruments for electromagnetic synthesis [1] .
Unfortunately, natural evolution is slow. To harvest results in reasonable time, one needs to govern the virtual evolutionary process and fasten it in millions of times although keeping the process under control in order not to miss the goal. One of the most promising optimization strategies recognized so far is a genetic algorithm [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Its main advantage is that, unlike gradient-based (local) ones, GA does not require initial guesses and is capable of handling multi-parameter and multi-extermum problems. This capability is provided thanks to the two-fold strategy that combines a stochastic global exploration and a pseudo-local search implemented in the form of iterative modification and reproduction of already known solutions [7] . The ways for implementation of these two operations are widely discussed in the literature. Nevertheless the variety of suggestions (sometimes contradictory) often leaves in shadow a simple but core idea: to be efficient an algorithm has to provide optimal division of labour between global exploration and local exploitation. Our recipe for achieving this objective is the following: (a) adequate choice of the GA parameters, (b) hybridization of GA with a local deterministic search algorithm, and (c) smart encoding schemes used for storing parameters of the problem. Accounting for these three features enabled us to develop the algorithm capable of fast and reliable search for global extrema of multi-parameter functions (Fig. 1) . Its distinctive feature is that it aims not only at the very best solution but also tries to identify a given number of the next-to-the-best solutions to be then refined using a gradient-based local optimizer. Such a two-step approach enables us to boost convergence of GA by avoiding stagnation period often observed at the later stage of optimization. Moreover it assures achievement of the very bottom of all the optimal solutions found that helps collect the problem specific information.
The algorithm's capability for identification of the global minimum among multiple local ones is enhanced via introduction of various encoding schemes. They have been implemented via introduction of an additional decoder used for communication between GA and the electromagnetic solver. In contrast to a binary decoder, which is an essential part of any binary evolutionary algorithm, this additional decoder is used to perform mapping between the original design space and its simplified (or truncated) mask. This helps reduce dimensionality and complicity of the design space and thus significantly facilitates search for global extrema.
Finally, we avoid recalculation the fitness function thanks to implementation of the stack that holds parameters of the already known individuals and corresponding value of the fitness function. Typical stack size is three to five generations. In general it has to be chosen proportional to the complexity of the fitness function.
The algorithm has been carefully approbated on a set of standard test functions as well as antenna array synthesis problems. A superior efficiency in terms of convergence rate and stability of hitting the global extrema has been observed. More details about the algorithm will be given during presentation whereas a few more sophisticated tasks handled using the proposed HGA are reviewed in [8] [9] [10] .
To illustrate performance of the proposed HGA, we consider a simple test problem, that is minimization of array factor (AF) side-lobe level for a linear array of 31 equally spaced sources with uniform amplitude weights. The fitness function is built as a square of difference between the AF side-lobe level (sll) for a given phase taper 978-1-4244-7899-6/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE and its desired value. The elements of the array are spaced λ/2 apart and phase weights are symmetric about the center of the array (Fig. 2) . A trustable reference solution for this test problem is available in [6] . As it is seen in Fig. 3 , standard GA quickly reaches the level of approximately -15 dB and spends twice more time to improve solution for another half dB. Such behaviour is typical or GAs that continues to explore the whole design space (more or less exhaustively) during all simulation time. This protects GA from "hanging" in local minima but slows down the convergence rate at the later stage of optimization. Therefore hybridized algorithms armed with both evolutionary global search engines and direct local optimizers are usually much more robust thanks to optimal division of labour between the two [11] . In the given example SDG algorithm is used to refine ten best solutions found by GA after forty generations. As one can see SDG algorithm demonstrates much faster convergence than GA although its efficiency strongly depends on the quality of the initial guesses produced by GA. It is worth to note that refinement of the best GA-solution along usually does not give much advantage. This is because the best solution often belongs to a wide and gently slopping basin which is optimization-friendly and thus already well examined by GA. Whereas most promising solutions are usually located on sides of deep and narrow basins that can only be efficiently studied with the aid of local optimizers. This situation can be observed in Fig. 3b . As one can see, the bottom is the best solution basin is reached in a few steps with no significant advantage achieved, whereas the third, forth, and seventh winners appear to be much more promising. In particular refinement of the forth winner enabled one to gain one extra dB for the AF value.
Nevertheless, there is still a trick how to assure a stable operation of the algorithm in terms of hitting the global minimum (or at least approaching close enough to the best possible solution). There is no ultimate rule for this task simply because each fitness function has a unique landscape and thus to find a way to the extremum one needs a bit of luck and capability to adaptation to peculiarities of the specific problem at hand. Although the former is usually out of our control, we still can assist the latter. There is a number of adaptive schemes proposed in the literature applied to adjust algorithms to properties of particular fitness functions. At the same time there are very few papers addressing the dual problem that is improvement of the design space for the needs of optimization algorithms. This task is a tricky because "improvement" should not alter the original design space drastically. Otherwise it is difficult to preserve the identity of the original problem. Fortunately, nature favours elegance. Therefore it is often possible to represent the optimal amplitude/phase weight distribution for an array antenna (or lens/reflector shape for other typed of antennas) in terms of a gentle analytical function defined by a few coefficients instead of a vast number of independent variables. To perform transformation between the original design space and a new one requires introduction of an additional decoder. It can be added as an interim independent block to any standard algorithm and used at the reconstruction step when optimization parameters are decoded to the physical parameters of the device under optimization.
In our HGA we have implemented two different encoding schemes, namely: so-called "relevant" and "Gaussian". The former represents the phase weights of each feed as a relative difference between neighbouring feeds. This enables us to save 1 bit per variable because the maximum relative difference between neighbouring feeds can be defined as π rad, whereas the phase weight varies in between 0 and 2π (for the problem at hand it reduced the design space by 2 15 possible solutions that is ¼ of all possible ones). In the latter case the phase weights are represented by the envelope function built as a sum of two Gaussians. This enables us to replace the original design space with 15 dimensions (that are phase weights for each feed) by a new one with only 6 dimensions corresponding to amplitudes, central values, and half-widths of the Gaussians. Note that in both cases new design spaces are obtained by truncating of the original space according to some "mask" which determines the class of most promising solutions among all possible ones available within the original space. Although these new truncated design spaces may not hold the global extremum, they still hold good-enough solutions that can be used as initial guesses for local optimization. Moreover, these truncated spaces are much smaller in size and thus can be explored much faster and more efficiently. Table 1 summarises results of 20 independent runs of HGA with different encoding schemes and superimposes them with the one of a standard GA. As one can see, the proposed HGA outperforms a standard GA both in the convergence rate (roughly by factor 2) and stability of hitting the global minima. These capabilities are of primary importance for electromagnetic synthesis because solution of diffraction problems is usually very time consuming.
